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Dear Sirs 

Thank you for your continuous support extended to and strong partnership with us.  

We, WING ON GROUP consisting of Wing On (Japan) Trading Limited, Sanxiang Advanced 
Materials Co., Ltd. (P.R. China) and other 3 units have been sharing the core value i.e. “To 
contribute to the society co-operating with our partners through stable supply of safe, effective, 
innovative and valuable products and services” from the establishment for years. Now the world 
meets serious difficulties of spreading coronavirus disease and WHO has declared pandemic 11th of 
March. Even under such circumstances we are sure that our group members still hold the same 
value.  

We hereby declare that our group has prepared reasonable measures and is now doing our best to 
sustain stable supply chain and its function to meet regular and/or irregular requirements from our 
partners.   

As one of the measures for our own protection, Wing On (Japan) and Wing On Power Solution & 
Trading Services (Korea) have adopted tele-working (home office) except limited staffs and 
recommended time difference commuting beginning of March. And business trips and business 
meetings are basically suspended as well. Your understanding will be highly appreciated.  

Even though, you may contact our respective members by e-mail and phone calls (to mobile or to be 
transferred via our Office) without problem and we believe that it does not cause any delay or stress 
in communication.  

In case of emergency or lack of contact, please contact following e-mail addresses and mobile 
numbers. You are sure to be contacted by person in charge within 24 hours without fail: 

    

                                 info@wingon.co.jp 

 

Lastly, we really do hope that you have suffered no damage from the spread of disease and that the 
world will overcome this situation in the nearest future.  

 

 Sincerely yours,  

WING ON GROUP  

Zangsa Noh, Chairman 


